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Price Band
₹210 to ₹221

Face Value

Lot Size

Issue Size
₹10

67 Shares
Issue Type

Book Built

March 5, 2024 to March 7, 2024Issue Opens - 

₹251.19 Cr

Sector: Chemicals

https://www.screener.in/company/compare/00000034/00000028/


Important Events

Issue Size

Fresh Issue

Offer for Sale

11,366,063 shares/ ₹251.19 Cr

Basis of Allotment

Initiation of Refunds

Credit of Shares to Demat

JG Chemicals Listing  Date

Monday, March 11, 2024

Suresh Jhunjhunwala ( Executive Chairman and Wholetime Director)
Anirudh Jhunjhunwala  (Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer)
Anuj Jhunjhunwala ( Whole-time Director and Chief Financial Officer)
Ashok Bhandari ( Independent Director)

Promoters

Promoters collectively hold 100.00% (Pre Issue) of the Equity Share.

Tuesday, March 12, 2024

Tuesday, March 12, 2024

Wednesday, March 13, 2024

Sources: DHRP

3,900,000 shares of ₹10 / ₹86.19 Cr

7,466,063 shares / ₹165.00 Cr)



As India's foremost zinc oxide manufacturer, they lead in both production and
revenue, particularly in zinc oxide manufacturing through the French process,
which is widely adopted by major producers across the Americas, Europe, and
Asia.

With over four decades of manufacturing experience, they leverage their
expertise to serve a diverse clientele. They have forged enduring relationships
across various end-user industries, including tires, ceramics, rubber, paints,
cosmetics, and batteries. Over the past three years alone, they have
successfully marketed and sold their products to over 200 domestic customers
and more than 50 global customers across 10 countries.

About The Company
JG Chemicals stands as India's largest zinc oxide manufacturer, leading in both
production and revenue with the dominant French process. Capturing a substantial
30% market share, they supply a diverse array of industries with more than 80 grades of
zinc oxide. Established in 2001, they have evolved into a global entity, serving over 200
domestic and 50 international clients across 10+ countries. Among their esteemed
clientele are 9 of the top 10 global tire manufacturers and all of India's top 11 tire
companies. Notably, their subsidiary, BDJ Oxides, holds the distinction of being India's
sole IATF-certified zinc oxide facility, earning the preference of major tire
manufacturers

Description of Their Business

Sources: DHRP



The table below, demonstrates the percentage of their sales to the various end-
use industries they cater to:

Sources: DHRP

The company proposes to utilise the Net Proceeds towards funding the following
objects:

Investment in our Material Subsidiary for1.
Repayment/ pre-payment of borrowings,2.
Funding working capital requirements for setting up of an R&D center in
Andhra Pradesh,

3.

Funding its long-term working capital requirements4.
Funding long-term working capital requirements of JG Chemicals Ltd5.
Balance General Corporate Purposes6.

Objects of The Offer



Statement of Profit and Loss
(in ₹ lakhs, except percentages and ratios)

Track Record Of Financial Performance



Sources: DRHP

In continuation...



Key financial metrics



The company holds a leading position in the market, supported by a diverse customer
base.
Key end-use industries face significant barriers to entry, contributing to the company's
competitive advantage.
The company consistently demonstrates strong financial performance over time.
Strong and enduring relationships with both customers and suppliers, coupled with a
robust supply chain, underpin the company's operations.
The management team boasts extensive experience and a commitment to excellence.
The company emphasizes long-term sustainability through environmental initiatives
and adherence to safety standards.

Threats
Heavy reliance on foreign suppliers without formal agreements poses a significant risk,
as any increase in raw material costs or shortages could adversely affect business
operations.
Obtaining and maintaining various licenses and approvals is essential for the company's
operations. Failure to secure or renew these licenses promptly could disrupt business
operations.
The company's reliance solely on purchase orders without long-term customer
agreements leaves it vulnerable to fluctuations in demand. Losing customers or
experiencing reduced demand could have a substantial negative impact on the
business.
The company's revenue heavily depends on a small number of customers, with the top 5
customers accounting for 81.84% of revenues as of September 30, 2023. Losing even
one of these customers would significantly damage the company's financial health.
Operating in a regulated and evolving industry exposes the company to changing laws,
rules, regulations, and legal uncertainties. Adaptation to these changes is crucial for
sustaining business operations effectively.

Strengths

Sources:DRHP



The cost of the shares is expected to be between ₹210 to ₹221 per share, If we look at the
valuation, JG Chemicals has a P/E ratio of 12.75x which is calculated using a price above
₹221 and an FY23 EPS of Rs 17.32 while the industry P/E is 31.48x.

Peers Analysis.

Valuation and Outlook

JG Chemicals is expanding its facilities and product range to meet market demands in
ceramics and non-tyre sectors. With a strong market position, it aims for growth in
South East Asia despite challenges. Favorable outlook in automotive, rubber, and
ceramics industries positions it for sustained growth. Although it faced a downturn in
FY24 due to falling zinc oxide prices, the company is expected to bounce back. While
the issue appears fully priced, it holds potential for medium to long-term gains. We
recommend subscribing to this issue.



This report is not for public distribution and has been furnished solely for
information and must not be reproduced or redistributed to others None can use
the report as a base for any claim, demand or cause of action and, also none is
responsible for any loss incurred based upon. The investments discussed or
recommended in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Opinion
expressed is the current opinion as of the date appearing on the material only.
Further, the information in the document has been printed on the basis of publicly
available information; internal data and other sources believed to be true and are
for general guidance only but which may have not been verified independently.
While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of
information contained, the company takes no responsibility and assumes no
liability for any error/ omission or accuracy of the information. Recipients of this
material should rely on their own judgments and conclusions from relevant
sources before making any investment.
The investment advice should not be considered to be or taken as an offer to sell
or a solicitation to buy/sell any security. Price and value of the investments
referred to in this material are subject to volatility. Past performance is not a
guide for future performance. Certain transactions -futures, options and other
derivatives as well as non-investment grade securities are subjected to
substantial risks and are not suitable for all investors.
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